
 - Developed planning level cost estimates for retrofitting the inside shoulder

 - Two typical sections: At grade with grass median and guardrail, and elevated, concrete 
highway with F shaped barrier; inside shoulder width ranging between 5 feet and 12 feet

 - Assuming static aluminum signs and minimal pavement cost (grinding/resurfacing) 
it approximately cost $1M to complete the work. No structural work and storm water 
management or environmental costs were considered

 - The estimated cost will increase to approximately $20M with addition of dynamic signs, 
safety enhancements such as upgraded concrete barriers in the median, cameras and 
electronic highway signs to help with incident response and traveler information dynamic 
signs; approximatley $2.7M per mile

 - AECOM recently did a cost estimation for converting 24 miles of median shoulder to a 
functional lane without trucks. Estimated $100M, approximately $4.2M per mile

 - VDOT spent $20M to fully reconstruct 1.5 miles of I-495 inside shoulder to allow all 
traffic, including trucks. Approximately $13M per mile

 - Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) are expected to play a significant role in 
future mobility

 - CAVs are expected to cause a 22 percent increase in highway capacity at 50 percent 
market penetration rate

 - CAVs will be operating in a mixed traffic environment in which human behavior 
significantly impacts their operations for a long period of time 

 - Human drivers are unpredictable, e.g. become more aggressive as congestion goes up, 
do not follow speed limit, drive faster when approaching yellow light

 - NCHRP 20-24(98) Connected/Automated Vehicle Research Roadmap for AASHTO 
suggests high urgency for new studies focusing on dedicated lanes

 - Provide the level of protection needed to enable automation and gain the most benefits 
of CAV deployment

 - Retrofit highway median shoulder to use for CAV operations
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2. MARKET PENETRATION

 - Does low CAV market penetration (40%) coupled with human drivers 
unpredictability increase delay in congested corridors? 

 - Built a case study and tested our hypothesis

• Vehicle type: conventional, mixed environment, and fully autonomous

• Congestion level: moderate and heavy congestion

• Market penetration rate: low, medium, and high

 - Used PTV’s Vissim traffic simulation model; adjusted autonomous modeling 
assumptions such as smoother acceleration rate

 - “One of the greatest deterrents to progress in this field is consumer acceptance” 
U.S. Transportation Secretary Elaine Chao

 - CAVs are able to operate in narrow lanes - 8 to 9 feet

 - Retrofit highway median shoulders and use them exclusively for CAVs

 - Implement speed harmonization strategy to reduce construction costs by minimizing the 
need for cross slope adjustments

 - Modeled conversion of I-95 southbound inside shoulder to CAV only HSR between the 
Fort McHenry Tunnel and I-695 interchange

 - Used Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA) Vissim model to capture the travel time 
savings

 - This strategy resulted in 59% increase in average peak hour speed for corridor

 - Travel times are lower in the CAV only scenario, consistent with the other studies

 - Travel times are consistently higher for all the three movements in “mixed scenario”

 - Travel time difference between “conventional” and “mixed” scenarios increases as 
congestion worsens 

 - In near term CAVs need accomodation, like HSR, for successful deployment

 - It is practical to use highway median shoulders as dedicated HSR for CAVs

 - Retrofitting highway median shoulders to serve CAVs is economically viable

 - The dedicated HSR can be used as managed lane with lane control system to allow for 
emergency response and incident management priorization

 - Estimate induced capacity by connected and autonomous vehicles

 - Model connected trucks and their impacts on traffic operations

 - Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) / State Highway Administration (SHA)

 - Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT) / Maryland Transportation Authority 
(MDTA)

Source: McKinsey&Company

What impact could low 
CAV % have on corridors?

How can this increased
delay be mitigated?

CAV HSR lane decreases 
delay & increases throughput

Economical solution to 
maximize CAV benefit

• 4 x 12’ travel lanes
• Existing average delay is 6 minutes, volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio is 0.86 during AM peak hour, and there are 9% trucks.  
• It is forecasted that V/C ratio approaches 0.95 by 2040, and delay increases an additional 8 minutes during AM peak hour. 
• Assumed retrofitted shoulder serves 2,700 CAVs per hour at 1.3 second headway 
• 10% induced demand for all SB travel lanes
• CAVs will operate at 45 MPH to 50 MPH and takes them 9 minutes to travel. 

Model Parameters

Start

End

User’s Benefit Calculations

Passenger Cars Trucks

Peak Hour Traffic Volume SB – 2015 AAWT 5,926 586 

Value of Time (VOT) in $/hr $17 $87 

Peak Hour Travel Time Saving (minute) 4 4 

Peak Hour Consumer Benefits $6,700 $3,400 

Daily Consumer Benefits $67,000 $34,000 

Total Daily Consumer Benefits $101,000 

Work Days per Year 250

Annual Consumer Benefits $25,250,000 


